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ABSTRACT
Topology preserving maps derived from neural network learning algorithms are well suited to approximate probability
distributions from data sets. We use such algorithms to generate maps which allow the prediction of future events
from a sample time series. Our approach relies on computing transition probabilities modeling the time series as a
Markov process. Thus the technique can be applied both to stochastic as well as to deterministic chaotic data and
also permits the computation of ‘error bars’ for estimating the quality of predictions. We apply the method to the
prediction of measured chaotic and noisy time series.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concepts of nonlinear dynamical systems have not only shown to be useful for analyzing specific systems of
ordinary differential equations or iterated maps, but also offered new techniques for time series analysis. A variety
of experiments have shown that in many instances a recorded time series can be viewed as driven by a deterministic
dynamical system with a low dimensional chaotic attractor. This perspective is particularly appealing since quantities
like the correlation dimension, Lyapunov exponents or, more generally, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy then become
objective measures for characterizing the data set.1–3 Moreover, the time delay method4,5 has become a powerful
tool for calculating these and other quantities of interest, regardless of whether the time series was obtained from
numerical simulations or from experiments. It is therefore not surprising that the methods of nonlinear dynamical
systems had a strong influence on the development of new concepts in the field of time series analysis.
One of the major goals of time series analysis is prediction, i.e., forecasting the future development of the series
from observations in the past. The first approach to predicting deterministic dynamical systems on the basis of the
time delay method relies on nearest neighbors in the embedding space and a local linear model derived by fitting a
hyperplane through the data.6,7 Later this method was refined by incorporating a singular value decomposition.8
In a broader context, the task of prediction may be viewed as a mapping problem, namely, to approximate a mapping
that associates to a vector of previous observations (the source vector) another vector of future events (the target
vector). Such mapping problems have been successfully solved by means of neural network learning algorithms,
specifically via the backpropagation algorithm9 which is designed to learn a smooth interpolation between the source
space and the target space from a training sample. In the meantime variants of the backpropagation algorithm,
suitable for time series analysis, have been developed and applied to experimental data.10,11
However, most of the nonlinear approaches to time series analysis cited above suffer from the following drawbacks.
First, if the series is generated by a deterministic dynamical system, the methods do not allow for a geometrical
description of the dynamics which yields information about the structure of the chaotic attractor. In particular,
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the dimensionality of the attractor and its embedding in a smooth, nonlinear manifold is not addressed. In general,
embeddings in Euclidean spaces may be viewed as encapsulating the nonlinear manifold. The intrinsic dimensionality
of the dynamics is in general smaller then the dimension of the space needed to correctly embed the dynamics. (For
example, the intrinsic dimension of a periodic orbit is one, but generically a three–dimensional space is needed for
its correct embedding.) The problem of reducing the dimensionality of dynamical systems is extremely important
and is an active area of research.12,13 The second drawback concerns the assumption of a deterministic dynamical
system itself, since experimenters usually work with noisy data instead. Moreover, many time series, like for instance
foreign currency exchange rates or the heart beat, seem not to fit into the class of deterministic dynamical systems,
but rather appear to be generated by a stochastic process. It is therefore desirable to have an algorithm which on
the one hand can be applied to deterministic as well as to stochastic time series, and on the other hand allows to fit a
smooth manifold through the data, regardless of whether the time series is driven deterministically or stochastically.
In this article we propose vector quantization techniques based on neural network learning algorithms as tools
for time series analysis with special emphasis laid on prediction. In general such algorithms characterize statistically
distributed data vectors by mapping them to a set of weight vectors defined in the same space, but parametrized
by multi-indices on a lattice of possibly lower dimension. The learning process is designed such that the mapping
is topology preserving, i.e., neighboring data vectors are mapped to neighboring indices. We call such a map a
topology preserving map (TPM). If the index dimension is smaller than the dimensionality of the data, the weight
vector distribution can be viewed as approximation of a low dimensional, nonlinear manifold that optimally fits to
the statistical distribution of the data. In this case, TPM plays the role of a nonlinear transformation to a principal
manifold, as opposed to the linear principal components derived via singular value decomposition. On the other
hand, if the dimensions of data and index–lattice are the same, the weight vectors approximate the full distribution
of the data and typically much fewer weights than data are needed. In both cases TPM serves for data compression.
Alternatively, if one chooses more weight vectors than data, TPM serves for interpolation. We utilize two kinds of
algorithms for learning a TPM: Kohonen’s algorithm14 and the Neural-Gas algorithm.15,16

2. METHOD
2.1. Embedding of time series
Let x(t) (t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) be a scalar time series which has to be analyzed. Choosing a delay time τ ∈ N and an
embedding dimension n we form the usual lag vector x(t) as
x(t) = (x(t), x(t − τ ), . . . , x(t − (n − 1)τ )) ∈ X ≡ Rn .

(1)

Many different methods exist to determine sufficient values for n and τ from an observed time series. n can for
example be computed with the method of false nearest neighbors developed by Abarbanel and Kennel.17 Algorithms
to determine τ rely mostly on the computation of generalized dimensions (see e.g.18 ).
Assume we wish to predict, given the history x(t), the next m future events. In the context of mappings this
means that we have to associate to x(t) a vector
y = (y1 , . . . , ym ) ∈ Y ≡ Rm ,

(2)

which should be as close as possible to the actual values (x(t + τ ), . . . , x(t + mτ )). Our intention is, however, not to
approximate a deterministic mapping x(t) → y, instead, we treat x(t) and y as stochastic vectors and approximate
both the probability density p(x) and the transition probability p(y|x). Here, p(x)εn is the probability of finding x(t)
in a small cube of size ε centered around x and p(y|x)εm is the probability that (x(t + τ ), . . . , x(t + mτ )) is located
in a small cube centered around y if x(t) is known. Prediction is then made, based on the approximated transition
probabilites, either by a maximum likelihood decision, referred to as maximum likelihood predictor (MLP), or by
a random selection of y according to the transition probability, referred to as random Markov predictor (RMP).
Both predictors are used in our simulations. For short term predictions MLP usually gives better results whereas for
generating longer time sequences (iterated prediction) RMP yields better performance on average. For stochastic or
strongly noisy systems the approximated transition probabilities themselves are of particular interest since they give
information about the underlying process.
Note that there are no specific model assumptions in this formulation except stationarity of the data. Thus we
can treat deterministic non–chaotic as well as deterministic chaotic and stochastic systems. In the first case the

true transition probabilities are delta functions, in the second case they are determined by the positive Lyapunov
exponents and in the third case we have genuine transition probabilities.
In principle the two tasks of approximating p(x) and p(y|x) can be combined, but we found it computationally
more convenient to approximate first p(x) and then p(y|x).

2.2. Compression of embedded data
After the data is correctly embedded we approximate its probability distribution with a topology preserving map.
In Kohonen’s approach the TPM is represented by an array of formal neurons, arranged on a finite, k–dimensional
lattice L with k ≤ n. To each lattice point r ∈ L a weight vector w(r) ∈ X is associated. The total number of lattice
points, M = ]L, should satisfy 1 << M ≤ T (often M/T << 1 is sufficient), where T is the total number of data
vectors
(3)
x ∈ XT = {x(t) | τ ≤ t < T + τ } ⊂ X ,
which are used for the training. The dimensionality k of L may be either selected by trial and error or optimally fixed
before the learning by means of techniques such as the topographic product.19 k should be large enough so that the
existence of a topology preserving map from XT to Rk is assured. To x ∈ X and a particular weight distribution
W = {w(r) | r ∈ L} ⊂ X the mapping x → r0 (x; W) is defined by the condition
kx − w(r0 (x; W))k = min{kx − w(r)k | w(r) ∈ W} .

(4)

The desired weight distribution W for the data (the TPM) is then determined by the following learning algorithm.
Choose a sequence xν from the training set, xν ∈ XT , ν = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and update the weight distribution Wν =
{wν (r)} at each learning step ν by the rule
wν+1 (r) − wν (r) = εν h(kr − r0 (xν ; Wν )k, σν )(xν − wν (r)) ,

(5)

where the initial distribution W0 is arbitrary. Here, the learning is controlled by εν > 0 and σν > 0 which both
decrease to zero for large ν, and h(ξ, σ) is an unimodal function of ξ with a peak at zero and width σ. A convenient
choice is a Gaussian, h(ξ, σ) = exp(−ξ 2 /2σ 2 ). The update rule (5) can be interpreted as a Hebb–type synaptic
modification with active loss term. The sequence xν of input presentations may be chosen at random from XT
or simply be defined by running repeatedly through the sequence of lag vectors x(t). It is worth noting that the
TPM–learning algorithm is very suitable for parallelization, since the updates involve only neighborhoods of the
‘winners’ r0 . It is therefore possible to present simultaneously a number of input vectors, provided their pairwise
distances are sufficiently large.
The outcome W (Wν → W) of the learning process (5) yields a weight distribution w(r) ∈ W which approximates
the point density of the training set XT .14 In addition, W is topologically ordered in the sense that neighboring
vectors x ∈ X are mapped to neighboring indices r ∈ L via r0 (x; W). According to the first property, we define the
‘receptive fields’ A(r) by
(6)
A(r) = {x ∈ X | r = r0 (x; W)}
and note that in the ideal case w(r) = < x|x ∈ A(r) > with the brackets denoting averages. During the learning
process we also approximate the probabilities P (r) of finding x in A(r) by µν (r)/ν for large ν, where µν (r) is the
number of times r was selected as a winner during the past ν input presentations. P (r) represents an approximation
to p(x), thus averages of functions f (x) are computed as
X
P (r)f (w(r)) .
(7)
< f (x) > '
r∈L

Kohonen’s algorithm requires the choice of the lattice dimension in advance. Technically this dimension should be
equal to the dimension of the embedded data set. Since this dimension might not be an integer number and, moreover,
is usually unknown, this requirement can seriously limit the perfomance of Kohonen’s map. An improvement is
offered here by the Neural-Gas algorithm in which reference vectors are not constraint to a lattice. For details on
this algorithm we refer to the literature.15,16

2.3. Computation of transition probabilities
When the weights w(r) are computed, the next step is to approximate the transition probabilites p(y|x). Here we
decompose the space Z = Y × X of lag vectors of length m + n as Z = Y × ∪r A(r) and replace the x–component
of z = (y, x) ∈ Z by its ‘winner weight’ w(r), determined via x ∈ A(r). For each r∈L, then, a second TPM
V(r) = {v(s|r) | s ∈ Lc (r)} ⊂ Y is learned. Here, Lc (r) is again a finite, now kc –dimensional integer lattice with
of Mc (r) = ]Lc (r) lattice points. The total number Mc of weights reserved for the transition
kc ≤ m that consists
P
lattice, Mc = r Mc (r), is distributed over the individual lattices Lc (r) in proportion to the probabilities P (r), i.e.,
Mc (r)/Mc ' P (r). For a given weight distribution V(r) the mapping y → s0 (y|V(r)) is then defined as before by
ky − v(s0 |V(r))k = min{ky − v(s|r)k | v(s|r) ∈ V(r)}

(8)

which corresponds to a decomposition of Y into a set of receptive fields
B(s|r) = {y ∈ Y | s = s0 (y|V(r))} .

(9)

The desired family of TPM’s {V(r) | r ∈ L} for the transition probabilities is determined by a learning algorithm
based on a training set that consists of enlarged lag vectors
z(t) = (x(t + mτ, . . . , x(t), x(t − τ ), . . . , x(t − nτ )) ∈ ZT ⊂ Z .

(10)

Here we define, for each index r, the training set YT (r) as the set of all y–components in z = (y, x) ∈ ZT for which
x ∈ A(r). Then, choosing a learning sequence yν ∈ YT (r), at each learning step ν the distribution vν (s|r) ∈ Vν (r)
is updated according to
0

0

vν+1 (s|r) − vν (s|r) = εν h0 (ks − s0 (yν /Vν (r))k, σν )(y − vν (s|r)) ,
0

(11)

0

where εν , σν and h0 are analogous to εν , σν and h.
We note that the approximation of the probability densities can be combined with projections to principal manifolds. This is not a priori possible for other algorithms based on hidden Markov dynamics and their implementation
via backpropagation.20,21 Moreover, the TPM–approach appears computationally more efficient than the latter and
also has the advantage that averages are easily computed via (7) and the analogous formula
X
P (s|r0 (x; W))g(v(s|r0 (x; W))) .
(12)
< g(y)|x > =
s∈Lc (r)

The transition probabilities P (s|r) which approximate p(y|x) are calculated during learning V(r) in the same way
as the probabilities P (r):
Number of y in B(s|r)
.
(13)
P (s|r) =
Number of x in A(r)
Clearly, these approximations can be done with any vector quatization technique. For the applications in Section 3
we choose m = 1.

2.4. Forecasting
Given the approximations P (s|r), forecasting is generated by setting y(x) = v(sm (r)|r) for x ∈ A(r), where sm (r) is
determined either by the maximal transition probability (MLP),
P (sm (r)|r) = max{P (s|r) | s ∈ Lc (r)} ,

(14)

or chosen at random (RMP). The averages (12) can then be used to compute error bars ∆(r) for the predicted values
y(x),
X
P (s|r) kv(s|r) − v(sm (r)|r)k2 ,
(15)
∆2 (r) =
s∈Lc (r)

which depend only on the data and not on specific assumptions like x–dependent Gaussian error distributions as was
proposed in.22

As an error measure for the predictions we use the normalized mean square error (NMSE) defined by
NMSE(N ) =

X
1
(xk − x̂k )2 ,
σT2 · N

(16)

k∈T

where xk is the true value, x̂k its prediction, T the test data containing N points and σT2 its variance. We note that
for the applications in Section 3 we exclusively tested the predictions on a data set T which was not contained in
the training set from which X was constructed.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Laser-data
As a first data set we used the standard laser time series which was used in the Santa Fe time series prediction
competition.23 The training data consists of 1000 points. We embedded the data with n = 4 and τ = 2. A 2-dim
projection of the embedded data is shown in Fig. 1a). We used a 2-dim 25 × 25 Kohonen net to approximate p(x)
and 1000 reference vectors to approximate p(y|x). The test data consisted of 100 data points starting at the end of
the training set. In Fig. 1b) we show an iterated prediction over the whole test set (dots) together with the true
data.
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Figure 1: a) Two-dimensional projection of an embedding of the laser-data with n = 4 and τ = 2. b) Iterated
prediction over the entire test-set consisting of 100 points (NMSE=0.2473). –o–: predicted data, —–: true data.
The given data set of 1000 points is too short to approximate true transition probabilities. We therefore used
a longer data set of 25.000 points (see also23 ) from which 12.000 points where used as a training set. As a test
set we used the points 2270-2310 of the remaining set. Fig. 2a) shows the point-prediction (dots) on the test set
together with the true data. We used a 15 × 15 Kohonen net in this application. Fig. 2b) shows the corresponding
approximated transition probabilites for the first 20 points together with the true values (x) and the predictions
with maximal probability (o). The NMSE of the prediction was 0.0701. The width of the transition probability
distribution is a measure of the quality of the prediction. Clearly, predictions with a broader distribution have a
larger error.

3.2. EEG-data
As an example of a time series that is more difficult to annalyze we used data from an EEG measurement which
was made available to us by C. Anderson.24 The training set consisted of 2500 data points of which the first 2000
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Figure 2: a) Point-prediction (NMSE=0.0701) of 40 points of the larger laser-data set. b) The approximated
transition probabilites for the first 20 points of the test set. x: true data, o: prediction with maximal transition
probability.
where used for training. The data was embedded with n = 5 and τ = 10. Fig. 3a) shows the data set and Fig.
3b) a two-dimensional projection of the embedded data. The embedded data show no appearent structure which
indicates stochasticity. To approximate the transition probability distribution we used the Neural-Gas algorithm
with 225 reference vectors for the first quantization and 675 reference vectors for the second quantization. The
resulting iterated prediction (NMSE=1.2853) of a test set consisting of 100 points is shown in Fig. 4. Even though
the NMSE is larger then one we see that the qualitative structure of the time series is reproduced.
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Figure 3: a) The complete EEG-data set. b) Embedding of the first 2000 points of the EEg-data set with n = 5 and
τ = 10.
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Prediction.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Topology preserving maps are seen to provide an effective approach for estimating transition probabilities and to
permit the construction of stochastic as well as deterministic models of time series and their prediction. In future work,
the role of the ordering in the index set and its connection with the stability of the prediction in the presence of noise

need to be elucidated. Also, the use of such maps for modeling the dynamics on a low-dimensional manifold should
be investigated. In particular, approaches for optimizing the topology of the weights for a given set of data should
be examined. For example the application of a spatial-temporal clustering,25 instead of a pure spatial clustering,
of the embedded data could possibly lead to improved results. Such a clustering uses derivative information of the
embedded data, in addition to the spatial information, to form a density approximation and was shown to improve
the results of a dimensionality reduction algorithm for nonlinear systems.25
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